PA RT N E R S O LU T I O N B R I E F

Cut Cloud Compute And
Storage Costs By More Than
50% With Vultr And Wasabi
Cloud computing customers that rely on the likes of AWS for compute and

K E Y F E AT U R E S
•

Virtual machines featuring
shared or dedicated CPUs

•

Bare metal servers providing
single tenant isolation

•

Global data center footprint
across 4 continents

•

Enterprise-grade network
enabling Direct Connect

•

Managed Kubernetes with free
control plane

storage inevitably find themselves regretting exorbitant costs, particularly
for network egress, once they reach scale. The solution to this paradox is to
combine two leading independent infrastructure providers
– Vultr and Wasabi – together.
Featuring virtualized cloud compute, bare metal, and managed Kubernetes,
Vultr has enabled over a million customers to run applications on an
elastically scalable cloud that delivers industry-leading price-performance.

BENEFITS

Vultr has partnered with Wasabi, so that joint customers can privately transfer
data at no cost between the two platforms. This allows joint customers to

•

No egress fees

run web apps, media transcoding, image processing, and other kinds of

•

Less than half the cost of EC2
& S3

•

High speed connectivity with
secure transport

•

Easy to use control panel, APIs

•

Improve developer productivity

workloads, for just a fraction of the cost they would incur by using AWS. The
Wasabi-Vultr solution eliminates data transfer fees—both between Wasabi
and Vultr, and Wasabi and the end-user—creating a highly predictable pricing
structure for compute-intensive environments. Wasabi and Vultr offer a bestof-breed solution for both managed object storage and cloud computing.

Wasabi Hot Cloud Storage Delivers
Breakthrough Economics and Performance
Wasabi is the hot cloud storage company delivering low-cost, fast, and
reliable cloud storage on-demand. Wasabi’s solution is faster than first-

MARKET SEGMENTS
•

Backup & Recovery

•

Disaster Recovery

durability and data immutability that guarantees stored objects cannot be

•

Content Delivery

deleted or modified by anyone. Not only is Wasabi 80% less expensive to

•

Media Asset Management

•

And more

generation cloud vendors while remaining 80% less expensive. Wasabi hot
cloud storage is designed with eleven nines (99.999999999%) of object

store data than traditional cloud providers, but there are also no fees for
egress or API requests. Wasabi keeps all data “hot” so it can be accessed in
milliseconds. All Vultr and Wasabi customers can treat their data as hot data,
so they can shorten upload windows and quickly access their data for
faster restore times.
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WASABI PARTNER SOLUTION BRIEF: Vultr and Wasabi

Wasabi + Vultr interoperability diagram

ABOUT WASABI
Wasabi provides simple, predictable and affordable hot cloud storage for businesses all over the world. It enables
organizations to store and instantly access an unlimited amount of data at 1/5th the price of the competition with no complex
tiers or unpredictable egress fees. Trusted by tens of thousands of customers worldwide, Wasabi has been recognized as one
of technology’s fastest-growing and most visionary companies. Created by Carbonite co-founders and cloud storage pioneers
David Friend and Jeff Flowers, Wasabi is a privately held company based in Boston.
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